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Abstract
We construct an expression for the n-point one-loop graviton scattering amplitude with a single
negative helicity external leg using an augmented recursion technique. We analyse the soft-limits of
these amplitudes and demonstrate that they have soft behaviour beyond the conjectured universal
behaviour.
PACS numbers: 04.65.+e
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I. INTRODUCTION
Exploring the singularities of scattering amplitudes has been a key theme of research in
recent years [1] with the aim being to compute amplitudes entirely from a knowledge of their
singular behaviour. This reprise of earlier work [2] has been invigorated both by developments
in the understanding of underlying symmetries [3] and technical progress.
One important technique has been BCFW [4] recursion which applies complex analysis
to amplitudes. Using Cauchy’s theorem, if a complex function is analytic except at simple
poles zi (all non-zero) and f(z) −→ 0 as |z| −→ ∞ then by considering the integral∮
C
f(z)
dz
z
(1.1)
where the contour C is the circle at infinity, we obtain
f(0) = −
∑
i
Residue(f, zi)
zi
(1.2)
The recursion procedure for amplitudes utilises this by complexifying two of the external
momenta1 by shifting a pair of spinors
λ¯a → λ¯aˆ = λ¯a − zλ¯b , λb → λbˆ = λb + zλa. (1.3)
This shifts the momenta pa and pb to complex values pa(z) and pb(z) which are both still null
and preserves overall momentum conservation. The resultant amplitude A(z) plays the role
of f(z) above.
As tree amplitudes are rational functions of λi and λ¯i, provided the complexified amplitude
A(z) satisfies the conditions above, A(0) may be determined in terms of residues. These
residues arise from simple poles corresponding to factorisations of the amplitude [5]. The
target amplitude is thus readily expressed in terms of lower point amplitudes evaluated with
specific complex momenta,
Atreen (0) =
∑
i,λ
Atree,λri+1 (zi)
i
K2
Atree,−λn−ri+1(zi), (1.4)
where the summation over i is only over factorisations where the a and b legs are on opposite
sides of the pole. This is the on-shell recursive expression of [4].
One-loop amplitudes in a massless theory can be expressed as [6]
A1-loopn =
∑
i∈C
ai I
i
4 +
∑
j∈D
bj I
j
3 +
∑
k∈E
ck I
k
2 +Rn +O(), (1.5)
where the I ir are r-point scalar integral functions and the ai etc. are rational coefficients.
Rn is a purely rational term. In terms of complex momentum this means the amplitude has
both poles and discontinuities. Eq.(1.5) may simplify in specific theories, e.g. in maximal
1 As usual, a null momentum is represented as a pair of two component spinors pµ = σµαα˙λ
αλ¯α˙. For real
momenta λ = ±λ¯∗ but for complex momenta λ and λ¯ are independent [3]. We are using a spinor helicity
formalism with the usual spinor products 〈a b〉 = αβλαaλβb and [a b] = −α˙β˙λ¯α˙a λ¯β˙b .
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supersymmetric Yang-Mills and supergravity where only the first ”box functions” appear [7,
8] and in specific helicity amplitudes such are the “all-plus” and “single-minus” amplitudes
of both Yang-Mills and gravity where only the rational terms Rn appear.
The appearance of discontinuities is in fact enormously helpful in computing amplitudes.
These discontinuities allow the direct computation of the coefficients of the scalar integral
functions using unitarity methods. Dividing the amplitude into integral functions with ratio-
nal coefficients has been very fruitful: a range of specialised techniques have been devised to
determine the rational coefficients based on unitarity techniques rather than Feynman dia-
grams [6, 7, 9–11]. Progress has been made both via the two-particle cuts [6, 7, 12] and using
generalisations of unitarity [10] where, for example, triple [13–16] and quadruple cuts [11] are
utilised to identify the triangle and box coefficients respectively.
Returning to the amplitude, there is a further problem related to complex factorisation.
In general, beyond tree level, amplitudes with complex momenta may have multi-pole sin-
gularities and consequently may have poles of higher order. Mathematically, this is not a
barrier to using complex analysis, since, if we have a function whose expansion about zi is
f(z) =
a−2
(z − zi)2 +
a−1
(z − zi) + finite (1.6)
then
Residue(
f(z)
z
, zi) = −a−2
z2i
+
a−1
zi
(1.7)
However for one-loop amplitudes only the leading singularities have been determined in gen-
eral and there are no general theorems for the sub-leading terms.
In one-loop amplitudes poles in momenta arise in two ways: firstly from explicit poles in
Feynman diagrams such as in fig. 1, and secondly from loop momentum integrals. Specifically
a (P 2)−1 pole can arise from the loop momentum integral of diagrams of the form shown in
fig. 2.
•
•
•
•P
FIG. 1: Diagrams with an explicit pole.
a
•
•
•
P − a
FIG. 2: Diagrams with a pole from loop integration.
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When the pole is a two-particle factorisation P 2 = (ka+kb)
2, these two sources can overlap
as in fig. 3 and produce double poles.
b
a
•
•
•
FIG. 3: Double poles may arise from these diagrams.
Figure 3 illustrates the challenge in determining the sub-leading contribution. Although
the poles are physical and gauge independent, the diagram effectively contains an off-shell
current whose sub-leading term in sab is gauge and scheme dependent. The leading term can
be shown to be expressible in terms of an ”effective vertex” times an on-shell tree ampli-
tude [17, 18]. The vertex vanishes unless both legs a and b have the same helicity in which
case the double pole is
V (a+, b+, P+)× 1
sab
× Atree(P−, · · · ) (1.8)
The tree amplitude in this expression is the lower point amplitude where legs a and b have
been replaced by a single leg of negative helicity. In Yang-Mills theory the effective vertex
takes the form
V YM(a+, b+, P+) = − i
48pi2
[a b] [b P ] [P a]
sab
∝ [a b]〈a b〉 (1.9)
Note that this is only singular for complex momentum where we can have 〈a b〉 = 0 without
necessarily having [a b] = 0. For graviton scattering amplitudes the equivalent effective vertex
is
V grav(a+, b+, P+) =
i
360pi2
([a b] [b P ] [P a]))2
sab
(1.10)
In this article we develop techniques to determine the sub-leading pole in the ampli-
tude. Double poles generally are present in most non-supersymmetric amplitudes but the
starting point to study these is in the simpler purely rational amplitudes. At one-loop
level these are the all-plus amplitude Mn(+,+,+, · · · ,+) and the single-minus amplitude
Mn(−,+,+, · · · ,+). These two amplitudes are vanishing at tree level. Of these the all-plus
amplitude does not have double poles since the leading pole will multiply a vanishing tree
amplitude. The single-minus amplitude however does have double poles in sbc with b, c posi-
tive helicity legs. The leading term has a MHV tree amplitude as a factor. For Yang-Mills the
single-minus all-n forms are known [19] and in ref. [17, 20] a general form for the sub-leading
was presented for this specific amplitude. The equivalent gravity amplitude has explicit
forms for four [21], five and six-points [22] and but as yet no conjectured all-n sub-leading
behaviour.
In this article we will isolate the sub-leading term which is not present in the explicit on-
shell factorisation and give expressions for this extra term. This allows a recursive expression
for the all-n amplitude to be given. The form of this is not particularly compact but it is
explicit.
As an application we examine the soft-limits of the amplitude. Gravity amplitudes obey
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soft-factorisation theorems at tree level [23–25]. Motivated by the presence of BMS symme-
try [26], these are conjectured to also apply at loop level [25]. We confirm the result, obtained
for n ≤ 6 [27, 28], that one-loop amplitudes do not obey the soft-factorisation theorems.
II. SINGLE-MINUS AMPLITUDE COMPUTATION
We now turn to the explicit computation of the n-point single-minus amplitude in gravity
Mn(a
−, b+, · · · , n+)2.
We utilise a shift on the negative helicity leg, a, and one of the positive helicity legs b,
λ¯a → λ¯aˆ = λ¯a − zλ¯b, , λb → λbˆ = λb + zλa (2.1)
We will assume, to be justified later, that under this shift M(z) −→ 0 as z −→ ∞ so
that M(0) may be determined by its residues. This shift appears to have good asymptotic
behaviour, M ∼ z−2 for n ≤ 7, but excites double poles.
Under the shift (2.1) the factorisation channels of M1−loop(aˆ−, bˆ+, c+, · · · , n+) can be ar-
ranged into terms which arise from factorisations into products of on-shell tree and loop
amplitudes and an extra contribution which must be computed separately.
The on-shell factorisations fall into three sets of diagrams which we label A,B and C
together with the extra term labeled ∆n. The full amplitude is the sum of the contributions
of each type:
M1−loop(a−, b+, c+, · · · , n+) =Amulti(a−, b+, c+, · · · , n+) + B3ptMHV(a−, b+, c+, · · · , n+)
+ C
3ptMHV
(a−, b+, c+, · · · , n+) + ∆n(a−, b+, c+, · · · , n+).
(2.2)
The first three terms may be written down straightforwardly in terms of shifted lower point
amplitudes. Firstly,
Amulti(a
−, b+, c+, · · · , n+) =
∑
Part
M treen+2−r(aˆ
−, Pˆ−, {R}) 1
P 2a,{R}
M1−loopr (−Pˆ+, bˆ+, {R¯})
∣∣∣∣
Pˆ 2=0
(2.3)
where the sum is over all distinct partitions of {c, · · · , n} into two sets {R} and {R¯} which
each contain at least two members. The on-shell amplitudes are evaluated at the value of z
such that Pˆ 2 = 0. When the set {R} contains a single element we have the second type of
term,
B3ptMHV(a
−, b+, c+, · · · , n+) =
∑
γ∈{c,··· ,n}
M tree3 (aˆ
−, Pˆ−, γ+)
1
saγ
M1−loopn−1 (−Pˆ+, bˆ+, c+, · · · , /γ, · · · , n+)
∣∣∣∣
[aˆγ]=0
(2.4)
where /γ denotes that leg γ is omitted from the argument list. When the set {R¯} contains a
2 We use the normalisation for the full physical amplitudes Mtree = i(κ/2)n−2M tree,
M1-loop = i(2pi)−2(κ/2)nM1-loop.
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single element there are also the factorisations,
C3ptMHV(a
−, b+, c+, · · · , n+) =
∑
γ∈{c,··· ,n}
M tree3 (−Pˆ−, bˆ+, γ+)
1
sbγ
M1−loopn−1 (aˆ
−, Pˆ+, c+, · · · , /γ, · · · , n+)
∣∣∣∣
〈bˆγ〉=0
(2.5)
These factorisations are illustrated in figs 4-6.
TL
bˆ+ aˆ−
{R}{R¯} · · ·· · ·
+ −Pˆ
FIG. 4: Factorisations of type A. {R} ∪ {R¯} = {c, · · · , n} and both contain at least two elements.
TL
bˆ+ aˆ−
γ+
· · ·
+ −Pˆ
FIG. 5: Factorisation of type B.
LT
bˆ+ aˆ−
γ+
· · ·− +Pˆ
FIG. 6: Factorisation of type C.
Note that these factorisations require a knowledge of both the all-plus and single-minus
lower point amplitudes. Only the n–1 point single-minus amplitude appears.
The remaining contribution can be determined [22, 29] by considering diagrams of the
form of fig 7. We use an axial gauge formalism [30, 31] in which helicity labels can be used
for internal lines and off-shell internal legs in the vertices are nullified using a reference spinor:
given a reference null momentum η, any off-shell leg with momentum K can be nullified using
K[ = K − K
2
[η|K|η〉η (2.6)
which gives spinors
λK = αK|η] , λ¯K = α−1 K|η〉
[η|K|η〉 . (2.7)
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Such a formalism has not been completely specified for gravity, however we only need a few
simple properties of the three point vertex, specifically
V grav3 (α
+, β+, γ−) = (V Y−M3 (α
+, β+, γ−))2 =
(
[αβ] 〈γ η〉2
〈α η〉 〈β η〉
)2
. (2.8)
We choose λη = λa and λ¯η = λ¯b to simplify the computation.
τ
bˆ+
γ+
` aˆ−
n+
c+
g+
f+
· · ·
· · ·
+(−)
−(+)
+(−)
−(+)
+(−)
−(+)
B
C
FIG. 7: Non-factorising contribution arising along with the double poles.
In fig. 7
B = `+ bˆ C = −`+ γ (2.9)
so that
B + C = bˆ+ γ (2.10)
and so although B and C are loop momentum dependent B + C is not and sBC = sbˆγ.
The diagram shown in fig. 7 gives a contribution
∫
dD`
(
[b|`|a〉[γ|`|a〉
〈ba〉〈γa〉
〈Ca〉2
〈Ba〉2
)2
1
`2B2C2
τ(B−, C+, g+ · · ·n+, aˆ−, c+, · · · , f+) (2.11)
which involves the current τ(B−, C+, g+ · · ·n+, aˆ−, c+, · · · , f+) with two off-shell legs B and
C. Fortunately, as we are only interested in the residues generated by these diagrams we
do not need τ exactly, only its leading and sub-leading behaviour at the pole. The loop
integration introduces a factor of sbˆγ for each sBC , B
2 or C2 appearing in τ , thus we can
consider the expansion of τ in these quantities. To see how this arises, we perform a standard
Feynman parametrisation of the loop propagators:
1
`2B2C2
→ 2
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2dx3δ(x1 + x2 + x3 − 1) 1[(
`+ x2bˆ− x3γ
)2
+ x2x3sbˆγ
]3 (2.12)
and make the change of variables:
` = p− x2bˆ+ x3γ
B = p+ (1− x2)bˆ+ x3γ
C = −p− x2bˆ− (1− x3)γ (2.13)
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leading to
1
`2B2C2
= 2
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2dx3δ(x1 + x2 + x3 − 1) 1[
p2 + x2x3sbˆγ
]3 (2.14)
In the rest of the integrand the change of variables replaces sBC , B
2 and C2 with bilinear
combinations of the loop momentum, bˆ and γ. In dimensional regularization the standard
tensor integral is,
∫
dD`
(2pi)2w
`a1 · · · `an
(`2 + 2Q · `+M2)A =
(−1)n
(4pi)w
Γ(A−D/2)
Γ(A)
[
Qa1 · · ·Qan(
Q2 −M2)A−D/2 +O
(
1(
Q2 −M2)A−D/2−1
)]
.
(2.15)
In this case Q = 0 and M2 = sbˆγ , thus the leading term has a factor of s
−1
bˆγ
and any product
of two loop momentum factors in the integrand will generate a factor of sbˆγ. With this in
mind, each factor of sBC , B
2 or C2 in the numerator of τ will ultimately introduce a factor
of sbˆγ which reduces the order of any pole.
III. GRAVITY CURRENTS
In order to determine (2.11) we would ideally use the full gravity MHV current with two
massive legs,
τMHVgrav (a
−, B−, C+, d+, · · · , n+) (3.1)
where B and C are non-null, however this is not available. Fortunately we only need the
leading and sub-leading terms in the current around B2 = C2 = sBC = 0. In this region
we may use an approximation to the current which arises from the Kawai Lewellen and Tye
(KLT) relations for on-shell amplitudes [32] which we continue (sufficiently) off-shell. While
the KLT relations only hold exactly on-shell, it turns out that we can use them to compute
the pole we require from YM currents. The justification for this is explicitly given in the
appendix and by the fact it generates a consistent amplitude.
The explicit form for the KLT relations used is [33]
Mn(B,C, ..., n, aˆ) = i(1)
n+1
[
AYMn (B,C, ..., n, aˆ)×
∑
P1,P2
f(i1, ..., ik;B)f¯(j1, ..., jk′)A
YM
n (i1, ..., ik, B, n, j1, ..., jk′ , aˆ)
]
+ PKLT (C, d, ..., n− 1), (3.2)
where PKLT represents a permutation over the n–3 legs {C, . . . , n−1}. These n–3 legs are split
into two subsets; for even n, {C, ..., n/2} and {n/2+1, . . . , n−1}. The P1 are the permutations
{i1, ..., ik} of {C, ..., n/2}, P2 are the permutations {j1, . . . , jk′} of {n/2 + 1, . . . , n − 1},
k = n/2− 1 and k′ = n/2− 2. For n odd, n/2 is replaced by (n+1)/2. The KLT expression
is extremely useful, however the number of terms grows rapidly with n. For n even the total
number of terms is
(n− 3)!× (n
2
− 1)!× (n
2
− 2)! (3.3)
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The functions f and f¯ are given by
f(i1, ..., ik;B) =sBik
k−1∏
m=1
(
sBim +
k∑
p=m+1
g(im, ip)
)
f¯(j1, ..., jk′) =sj1n
k′∏
m=2
(
sjmn +
m−1∑
p=1
g(jp, jm)
)
(3.4)
where
g(i, j) =
{
sij if i > j
0 otherwise
(3.5)
The inequality above is interpreted in terms of the ordering of the legs in the original gravity
amplitude, i.e. i > j means legs i is to the right of leg j in the argument list of Mn in (3.2).
This definition is applied to the term of PKLT shown explicitly in (3.2) and the permutation
PKLT is applied to the resulting function.
The particular form of the KLT relation has been chosen to help us isolate the double
pole term and allow us to compute the subleading term from this. In appendix A it is shown
explicitly that a quantity τ gn that captures the leading and sub-leading behaviour of τ
MHV
grav
can be obtained from the KLT relations (3.2) by replacing the Yang-Mills amplitudes by
Yang-Mills currents. When legs B and C are adjacent the Yang-Mills current is
τYMn (aˆ
−, b+, . . . , f+, B−, C+, g+, . . . , n+) =
〈Ba〉2
〈Ca〉2
1
〈ab〉 · · · 〈ef〉
1
〈gh〉 · · · 〈na〉
×
(
〈aB〉 〈aC〉 〈a g〉 〈f a〉
〈f B〉 〈C g〉 〈g f〉 +
〈aB〉 〈a f〉2
〈B f〉 〈g f〉
[η|C|a〉
[η|B + C|f〉 +
〈aC〉 〈a g〉2
〈C g〉 〈g f〉
[η|B|a〉
[η|B + C|g〉
− 〈a|BC|a〉
sBC
[η|B + C|a〉2
[η|B + C|f〉[η|B + C|g〉
)
+O(B2) +O(C2) (3.6)
For the special case τYMn (aˆ
−, B−, C+, g+, . . . , n+) we have
τYMn (aˆ
−, B−, C+, g+, . . . , n+) =
〈Ba〉2
〈Ca〉2
1
〈gh〉 · · · 〈na〉
×
(
〈aC〉 〈g a〉
〈C g〉
[η|B|a〉
[η|B + C|g〉 −
〈a|BC|a〉
sBC
[η|B + C|a〉
[η|B + C|g〉
)
+O(B2) +O(C2) (3.7)
When B and C are separated the current reduces to the Parke-Taylor form.
As discussed above, one factor of s−1
bˆγ
arises from the integration, so double poles in the
amplitude arise when single powers of s−1BC occur in τ
g
n . While there appear to be double
poles in τ gn when PKLT leaves C adjacent to B in the first Yang-Mills factor and ik = C in
the second, there is a factor of sBC = sbˆγ in f which lowers the order of the pole in these
cases. Furthermore, in these terms with legs B and C adjacent in both Yang-Mills amplitudes
the loop momentum dependent factors of f have a restricted form. Consider first the term
in PKLT explicitly shown in (3.2) when ik = C. In this case f¯ has no loop momentum
dependence. Other than B (which is not involved in the permutations), C is the left most leg
in the argument list of τ gn , therefore when ik = C, the final term in the sum:
∑k
p=m+1 g(im, ip)
9
is always g(im, C) = simC . All of the factors in the product part of f therefore contain:
sBim + sCim = B
2 + C2 + [im|B + C|im〉 = B2 + C2 + [im|bˆ+ γ|im〉. (3.8)
As PKLT doesn’t involve B, any of these permutations that leave C alone leave both B and
C untouched and the arguments above are unaffected. Those elements of PKLT that move
C around separate B and C in the first Yang-Mills factor and hence are not in this class.
An sBC factor also arises when legs B and C are adjacent in just one of the Yang-Mills
factors, however the loop momentum dependence of the ff¯ factors in these is not always
simple.
Crucially the only pole in τ gn occurs in the terms with B and C adjacent in both Yang-
Mills factors, hence τ gn only needs to be determined beyond leading order when B and C are
adjacent in both Yang-Mills factors.
The KLT based expression for τ gn can now be used to evaluate the non-factorising con-
tributions to the amplitude: ∆n. Using the explicit form of the KLT relations (3.2), the
non-factorising diagram depicted in fig. 7 gives,
∆pre−resn =i(−1)n+1
∫
dD`
(
[b|`|a〉[γ|`|a〉
〈ba〉〈γa〉
〈Ca〉2
〈Ba〉2
)2
1
`2B2C2
×
[
τYMn (B,C, ..., n, a)
∑
P1,P2
f(i1, ..., ik;B)f¯(j1, ..., jk′)τ
YM
n (i1, ..., ik, B, n, j1, ..., jk′ , a)
]
+ PKLT (C, d, ..., n− 1) (3.9)
where ∆pre−resn denotes that the residue has yet to be extracted. Within the summation there
are four distinct cases that are treated separately. These are distinguished by legs B and C
being adjacent or separated in the two Yang-Mills currents. We denote the contributions to
the final amplitude from terms of each type by ∆SS, ∆AS, ∆SA and ∆AA.
For terms where legs B and C are separated in both Yang-Mills currents, the Yang-Mills
currents are finite at 〈bˆγ〉 = 0 and they are simply the Parke-Taylor amplitudes. The factor
(
〈Ca〉2
〈Ba〉2
)2
τYMn (B, · · · , C, · · · , n, a)τYMn (i1, ..., ik, B, n, j1, ..., jk′ , a) (3.10)
then carries no net spinor weight in C or B and does not contain either λ¯B or λ¯C . Using
〈CX〉
〈CY 〉 =
〈CX〉〈γa〉
〈CY 〉〈γa〉 =
〈Ca〉〈γX〉+ 〈Cγ〉〈Xa〉
〈Ca〉〈γY 〉+ 〈Cγ〉〈Y a〉 =
〈γX〉
〈γY 〉 +O(〈Cγ〉) (3.11)
λC can be replaced by λγ in this factor. λB could similarly be replaced by λbˆ. As there is
only a single pole in these contributions, the residue simply involves this factor evaluated at
〈bˆγ〉 = 0. Since this factor contains no net spinor weight in B, in the residue λB is ultimately
replaced by λγ.
As discussed above, the only contributions to the residue come from scalar integrals,
therefore within the f and f¯ factors terms involving B and C are substituted as:
sCX → (1− x3)sγX + x2sbˆX sBX → x3sγX + (1− x2)sbˆX (3.12)
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The residue again involves these quantities evaluated on the pole where
sCX → (1− x3)sγX + x2[X|b|a〉〈γ X〉〈γ a〉 sBX → x3sγX + (1− x2)[X|b|a〉
〈γ X〉
〈γ a〉 (3.13)
After making these substitutions, the ff¯ factor in each term in this class can be expanded:
x2x3[ff¯ ]i :=
∑
r
∑
v
HSSi:rvx
r
2x
v
3 (3.14)
where i labels the different permutations in this class. The contribution of term i to ∆SS is
then
∆SS:i = i(−1)n+1 [b γ]
4
sbγ
∑
r
∑
v
HSSi:rv
r!v!
(r + v + 2)!
×
[
AYMn (γ
−, · · · , γ+, · · · , n, a)AYMn (i1, · · · , γ+, · · · , ik, γ−, n, j1, ..., jk′ , a)
]
(3.15)
where the γ’s in the argument lists of the Yang-Mills amplitudes appear where B and C
appeared originally.
As discussed above, when legs B and C are adjacent in either of the Yang-Mills currents
in (3.9), ff¯ always contains a factor of sBC . If legs B and C are adjacent in just one of
the currents, there is a single pole overall, only the singular part of the current with B and
C adjacent contributes and the Parke-Taylor form can be used for the other. Again we are
dealing with a simple pole, so in the residue all shifted quantities are evaluated on the pole.
If legs B and C are adjacent in only the first Yang-Mills current, τYMn (aˆ, B, C, g, ..., n), the
Parke-Taylor amplitude is used for the second current with the same substitutions as in the
separated-separated case. The Feynman parameter integrations can also be performed in a
similar fashion: after making the substitutions (3.13), ff¯ is again expanded for each term in
the class:
x2x3(x3 + x2 − 1)[ff¯ ]i :=
∑
r
∑
v
HASi:rvx
r
2x
v
3 (3.16)
To help track the leg orderings, the string of 〈xy〉 factors in the denominator of (3.6) is
denoted
FYMn (a
−, b+, . . . , f+, /B−, /C+, g+, . . . , n+) =
1
〈ab〉 · · · 〈ef〉
1
〈gh〉 · · · 〈na〉 (3.17)
where /B− and /C+ denote the positions of these legs in the original current and the slashes
highlight that the function does not depend on the values of B and C. g denotes the leg
following C in the first Yang-Mills current. The contribution of each term in this class to
∆AS is
∆AS:i = i(−1)n+1 [bγ]
4〈a|bγ|a〉
sbγ
∑
r
∑
v
HASi:rv
r!v!
(r + v + 2)!
×
[
〈γ a〉
〈γ g〉F
YM
n (a, /B, /C, g, · · · , n)AYMn (i1, · · · , γ+, · · · , ik, γ−, n, j1, ..., jk′ , a)
]
(3.18)
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When legs B and C are adjacent in only the second Yang-Mills current,
τYMn (i1, ...g, C,B, n, j1, ..., jk′ , aˆ), the analogous definitions are
x2x3(x3 + x2 − 1)[ff¯ ]i :=
∑
r
∑
v
H i:SArv x
r
2x
v
3 (3.19)
and leg g is the leg appearing before C in the second Yang-Mills current. The contribution
of each term in this class to ∆SA is
∆SA:i = i(−1)n+1 [bγ]
4〈a|bγ|a〉
sbγ
∑
r
∑
v
H i:SArv
r!v!
(r + v + 2)!
×
[
AYMn (a, γ
−, · · · , γ+, · · · , n) 〈γ a〉
2
〈γ g〉 〈γ n〉F
YM
n (i1, · · · , g, /C, /B, n, j1, · · · , jk′ , a)
]
(3.20)
Finally there are contributions from terms where legs B and C are adjacent in both Yang-
Mills currents. The form (3.6) is used for both currents. As the ff¯ piece of these terms
always have a factor of sbγ there is no pole in the terms involving the product of the regular
parts of the two currents, a single pole in the terms where the singular part of one current
multiplies the regular piece of the other (we denote these contributions ∆ArAs and ∆AsAr)
and a double pole in the product of the two singular parts (we denote these contributions
∆AsAs).
Note that, in this particular case, the loop momentum dependence of ff¯ has the very
restricted form given in (3.8). The pieces involving B2 and C2 cancel the corresponding
propagator giving massless bubbles which are discarded in the usual dimensional regularisa-
tion prescription. The surviving piece of ff¯ has no loop momentum dependence and thus
no x dependence. Although not loop momentum dependent, we must expand ff¯ about the
pole. This corresponds to substituting
sCX −→ sγX sBX −→ [X|b|a〉〈γ X〉〈γ a〉 +∆z[b|X|a〉 (3.21)
Then
[ff¯ ]
sBC
= [ff¯ ]0 +∆z[ff¯ ]1 +O(∆z
2) (3.22)
Schematically expanding the Yang-Mills currents and ff¯ factors in terms of sbγ, the adjacent-
adjacent contribution has the form(
τ−1
sbγ
+ τ0
)
sbγ
(
[ff¯ ]0 + sbγ[ff¯ ]1
)(τ−1
sbγ
+ τ0
)
(3.23)
which gives the pole term
1
sbγ
τ−1 × [ff¯ ]0 × τ−1 (3.24)
along with finite pieces
τ−1 × [ff¯ ]1 × τ−1 + τ−1 × [ff¯ ]0 × τ0 + τ0 × [ff¯ ]0 × τ−1 (3.25)
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Extracting a common factor of
C0 = − [b γ]
4 〈a|bγ|a〉
360sbγ
× Fn[a, /B, /C, g, · · · , n)]× Fn[i1, · · · , f, /C, /B, n, j1, · · · , jk, a]
= − [b γ]
4 〈a|bγ|a〉 〈a γ〉 〈γ g〉 〈f γ〉 〈γ n〉
360 〈a γ〉8 sbγ
×An−1[a−, γ−, g, · · · , n)]× An−1[i1, · · · , f, γ−, n, j1, · · · , jk, a−] (3.26)
the adjacent-adjacent contribution is
∆AA:i = C0 ×
(
Jr,r
sbγ
[ff¯ ]0 + J
1
r,r[ff¯ ]1 + (Jr,s + Js,r)[ff¯ ]0
)
(3.27)
where
Jr,s =
〈γ a〉4 〈a g〉
〈γ g〉2 〈γ f〉 〈γ n〉 (3.28)
Js,r =
(
〈γ a〉3
〈γ g〉 〈f n〉
)
×
(
3
〈a f〉 〈n a〉
〈n γ〉 〈γ f〉 − 2
〈a n〉2
〈n γ〉2 −
〈a f〉2
〈f γ〉2
)
(3.29)
Jr,r =
〈γ a〉3 〈a|bγ|a〉
〈γ g〉 〈γ n〉 〈γ f〉 (3.30)
J1r,r =
〈γ a〉2 〈a|bγ|a〉
[b γ] 〈γ g〉 〈γ n〉 〈γ f〉 (3.31)
The full non-factorising contribution is then
∆n(a
−, b+, c+, · · · , n+) =
∑
i
∆SS:i +
∑
i
∆AS:i +
∑
i
∆SA:i +
∑
i
∆AA:i (3.32)
where each sum is over all terms in the relevant class in (3.9).
We have used these expressions to generate the single-minus amplitudes for n ≤ 8: our
expressions have the correct symmetries and collinear limits as detailed in Appendix C.
IV. SOFT LIMITS
Graviton scattering amplitudes are singular as a leg becomes soft. Weinberg [23] many
years ago presented the leading soft limit. If we parameterise the momentum of the n-th leg
as kµn = t× kµs then in the limit t −→ 0 the singularity in the n-point amplitude is
Mn −→ 1
t
× S(0) ×Mn−1 +O(t0) (4.1)
where Mn−1 is the n–1 point amplitude. The soft-factor S
(0) is universal and Weinberg
showed that (4.1) does not receive corrections in loop amplitudes.
Recently it has also been proposed [24, 25] that the sub-leading and sub-sub leading terms
are also universal. This can be best exposed, when a positive helicity leg becomes soft, by
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setting
λn = t× λs, λ¯n = λ¯s, (4.2)
In the t −→ 0 limit the amplitude now has t−3 singularities. Effectively the choice (4.2)
introduces a t−2 factor into the polarisation tensor +µν and a t
+2 factor into −µν . This is
because the polarisation tensors for gravitons are a product of gluonic polarisations vectors,
µν = µ
′
ν , and the gluonic polarisation vectors for a leg with momentum k using reference
momentum q are
+µ (k; q) =
〈q|γµ|k]√
2 〈q k〉 
−
µ (k; q) =
[q|γµ|k〉√
2 [k q]
(4.3)
Thus the choice (4.2) engineers a t−1 singularity in +µ (k; q).
At tree level the soft behaviour is [25]
M treen = (
1
t3
S(0) +
1
t2
S(1) +
1
t
S(2))M treen−1 +O(t
0) (4.4)
Where, for a positive helicity-leg becoming soft [27, 34]
S(0) = −
n−1∑
i=1
[s i] 〈i α〉 〈i β〉
〈s i〉 〈s α〉 〈s β〉 (4.5)
S(1) = −1
2
n−1∑
i=1
[s i]
〈s i〉
( 〈i α〉
〈s α〉 +
〈i β〉
〈s β〉
)
λ¯a˙s
∂
∂λ¯a˙i
(4.6)
S(2) =
1
2
n−1∑
i=1
[i s]
〈i s〉 λ¯
a˙
s λ¯
b˙
s
∂
∂λ¯a˙i
∂
∂λ¯b˙i
(4.7)
There are a few points to note regarding these expressions. The expressions are indepen-
dent of the spinors α and β which arise from the choice of reference spinors for the soft leg
as in (4.3). Also, we cannot simply act with these operators on on-shell expressions. For an
on-shell expression, the spinors satisfy
∑
i λ
a
i λ¯
a˙
i = 0 which implies that not all the variables
should be treated as independent. A solution to this is to choose two of the λ¯’s to eliminate
and solve via3
λ¯1 = −
n∑
i=3
〈2 i〉
〈2 1〉 λ¯i λ¯2 = −
n∑
i=3
〈1 i〉
〈1 2〉 λ¯i (4.8)
The universal soft theorem has been proven to hold for tree level[27, 35–38] amplitudes
and a bold generalisation is conjectured to remain true for loop amplitudes [25],
M1-loopn = (
1
t3
S(0) +
1
t2
S(1) +
1
t
S(2))M1-loopn−1 +O(t
0) (4.9)
Unfortunately this does not in fact hold. A possible extension at one-loop would be
M1-loopn = (
1
t3
S(0) +
1
t2
S(1) +
1
t
S(2))M1-loopn−1 + (
1
t2
S
(1)
1-loop +
1
t
S
(2)
1-loop)M
tree
n−1 +O(t
0) (4.10)
3 With this prescription the momenta k1 and k2 are complex valued.
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where the operators S
(i)
1-loop are loop soft factors acting upon the tree. Since the leading soft
term has no loop corrections the loop corrections must start at t−2. In this section we confirm
and extend the evidence [27, 28] for loop amplitudes having loop corrections to the sub-sub
leading terms beyond (4.10).
The two classes of helicity amplitude which are zero at tree level and are consequently
rational at one-loop are the all-plus amplitudes, M1-loopn (1
+, 2+, · · ·n+), and the single-minus
amplitudes, M1-loopn (1
−, 2+, · · ·n+). For both of these classes the tree amplitudes vanish,
so (4.10) will reduce to (4.9). The two classes have different stories [27, 28]: the all-plus
amplitudes have the expected behaviour (4.9) whereas the single-minus amplitudes have
anomalous sub-sub-leading terms. One difference between the classes is the appearance of
double-poles in the single-minus amplitudes. Previously the single-minus amplitudes were
only known for n ≤ 6. Having computed a recursive representation for the single-minus
amplitudes we have checked whether they satisfy the soft-theorem (4.10). For n ≤ 8 we find
• (4.9) is satisfied for a negative helicity leg going soft
• The leading and sub-leading terms in (4.9) are correct for a positive helicity leg going
soft
• The sub-sub-leading terms in the amplitudes do not match (4.9).
These results are in agreement with those of [27, 28] where the soft theorems were examined
in the five and six point cases.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have used augmented recursive techniques to obtain an explicit form for
the non-factorising piece of the single-minus graviton scattering amplitude. To do so we have
had to identify the difficult sub-leading poles in the recursion process. These are endemic in
non-supersymmetric one-loop computations.
Explicit amplitudes have repeatedly been crucial to test and challenge various hypothesis
in interacting field theory. We have generated hard to reach amplitudes which we hope will be
useful. For example, we have used our expressions to confirm the presence of loop anomalies
to the conjectured universal soft-limit of gravity amplitudes. The explicit forms of the five,
six, seven and eight-point amplitudes are available at http://pyweb.swan.ac.uk/~dunbar/
graviton.html
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Appendix A: Using the KLT relations
The non-factorising contributions to the amplitude depend on MHV currents with two
massive legs, e.g.
τMHVgrav (a
−, B−, C+, d+, · · · , n+) (A1)
where B and C are non-null. Specifically the amplitude is sensitive to both the leading and
sub-leading terms in this current around B2 = C2 = sBC = 0.
Using a reference spinor, η, a nullified version of any massive momentum can be defined
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via
P [ = P − P
2
[η|P |η〉η → P (P
[, P 2) = P [ +
P 2
[η|P [|η〉η (A2)
so that
τn = τn(a,B
[, C[, d, · · · , n, B2, C2). (A3)
τn can be expanded initially around B
2 = C2 = 0,
τn = F1 + B
2F2 + C
2F3 + . . . where Fi = Fi(a,B
[, C[, d, · · · , n). (A4)
At tree level the current is not expected to have double poles, but there are single sBC poles.
The Fi can therefore be expanded about sBC = 0 as
Fi =
Gi
sBC
+
∞∑
j=0
Hji s
j
BC , (A5)
where the Gi and H
j
i are evaluated on B
2 = C2 = sBC = 0. The expansion of τn is then
τn =
G1 + B
2G2 + C
2G3
sBC
+
∞∑
j=0
Hj1s
j
BC +O(B2) +O(C2). (A6)
Now consider the quantity τ gn which is good enough for the current purposes. The expansion
of the difference between the two quantities is,
τn − τ gn =
δG1 + B
2δG2 + C
2δG3
sBC
+
∞∑
j=0
δHj1s
j
BC +O(B2) +O(C2). (A7)
Two constraints must be imposed on τ gn :
C.1 :
lim
sBC → 0
(
sBCτn − sBCτ gn
)
= 0
C.2 :
lim
B2→0,C2→0
sBC 6=0
(
τn − τ gn
)
= 0 (A8)
C.1 requires
δG1 + B
2δG2 + C
2δG3 = 0. (A9)
As the Gi are evaluated on B
2 = C2 = 0, this can only hold if δG1 = δG2 = δG3 = 0. While
C.2 requires
δG1
sBC
+
∞∑
j=0
δHj1s
j
BC = 0. (A10)
As the Hj1 are evaluated at sBC = 0 this can only hold for any sBC if δH
j
1 = 0. Combining
the constraints from C.1 and C.2,
τn = τ
g
n +O(B2) +O(C2). (A11)
Hence conditions C.1 and C.2 ensure that τ gn correctly encompasses the leading and sub-
leading behaviour of τn which determine the non-factorising contributions to the amplitude.
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τ gn can be obtained by a generalisation of (3.2) to currents:
τ gn(B,C, ..., n, aˆ) = i(1)
n+1
[
τYMn (B,C, ..., n, aˆ)×
∑
P1,P2
f(i1, ..., ik;B)f¯(j1, ..., jk′)τ
YM
n (i1, ..., ik, B, n, j1, ..., jk′ , aˆ)
]
+ PKLT (C, d, ..., n− 1), (A12)
where the Yang-Mills currents are given by
τYMn (aˆ
−, b+, . . . , f+, B−, C+, g+, . . . , n+) =
〈Ba〉2
〈Ca〉2
1
〈ab〉 · · · 〈ef〉
1
〈gh〉 · · · 〈na〉(
〈aB〉 〈aC〉 〈a g〉 〈f a〉
〈f B〉 〈C g〉 〈g f〉 +
〈aB〉 〈a f〉2
〈B f〉 〈g f〉
[η|C|a〉
[η|B + C|f〉 +
〈aC〉 〈a g〉2
〈C g〉 〈g f〉
[η|B|a〉
[η|B + C|g〉
− 〈a|BC|a〉
sBC
[η|B + C|a〉2
[η|B + C|f〉[η|B + C|g〉
)
+O(B2) +O(C2) (A13)
and the functions f and f¯ , partitions, summations etc. are those specified for (3.2).
The fact that τ gn as defined by (A12) satisfies conditions C.1 and C.2 follows from the
identity
〈C a〉2 〈B a〉2
〈f B〉 〈B C〉 〈C g〉 +
〈B a〉 〈C a〉
〈B C〉
[η|B + C|a〉2
[η|B + C|f〉[η|B + C|g〉
=
〈aB〉 〈aC〉 〈a g〉 〈f a〉
〈f B〉 〈C g〉 〈g f〉 +
〈aB〉 〈a f〉2
〈B f〉 〈g f〉
[η|C|a〉
[η|B + C|f〉 +
〈aC〉 〈a g〉2
〈C g〉 〈g f〉
[η|B|a〉
[η|B + C|g〉 (A14)
which holds for arbitrary null momenta and when B and C are massive, if λB etc. are
understood to refer to their nullified forms. (A14) can be rewritten as
〈aB〉 〈aC〉 〈a g〉 〈f a〉
〈f B〉 〈C g〉 〈g f〉 +
〈aB〉 〈a f〉2
〈B f〉 〈g f〉
[η|C|a〉
[η|B + C|f〉 +
〈aC〉 〈a g〉2
〈C g〉 〈g f〉
[η|B|a〉
[η|B + C|g〉
− 〈a|BC|a〉
sBC
[η|B + C|a〉2
[η|B + C|f〉[η|B + C|g〉
=
〈C a〉2 〈B a〉2
〈f B〉 〈B C〉 〈C g〉 +O(B
2) +O(C2). (A15)
The right hand side is precisely the factor required for (A13) to reproduce the Parke-Taylor
amplitude in the B2, C2 → 0, sBC 6= 0 limit. Thus in this limit (A12) is the standard KLT
relation involving Yang-Mills amplitudes which reproduces the gravity amplitude as required
by condition C.2.
Condition C.1 involves the sBC → 0 limit. τn has s−1BC singularities arising from diagrams
of the form shown in fig. 8.
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BC
FIG. 8: Diagrams contributing to the s−1BC poles in τn.
There appear to be double poles in τ gn when PKLT leaves C adjacent to B in the first
Yang-Mills factor and ik = C in the second. However, when ik = C there is a factor of sBC in
f which lowers the order of the pole. In fact these terms are the only ones that are singular
in the sBC → 0 limit. When B and C are adjacent in just one of the Yang-Mills factors there
is always a factor of sBC in f which removes the singularity in the current. If B and C are
adjacent in the second Yang-Mills factor, ik = C and there is an explicit factor of sBC in f
as previously. If B and C are adjacent in the first Yang-Mills factor, we are considering a
term in PKLT as explicitly shown in (3.2) where C = iq with q < k. As PKLT hasn’t touched
C, we can still use the definition of g(i, j) given in (3.5). In this case the product piece of f
contains a factor with m = q which takes the form
sBiq +
k∑
p=q+1
g(iq, ip) = sBC +
k∑
p=q+1
g(C, ip). (A16)
As C is the left most leg in the argument list of τ gravn and in these cases is untouched by
PKLT , g(C, ip) = 0 and we again have a factor of sBC .
In the sBC → 0 limit the momentum B + C becomes null and setting B + C = k the
singular parts of the Yang-Mills current become
τYM:singn (aˆ
−, b+, . . . , f+, B−, C+, g+, . . . , n+)
=
〈Ba〉2
〈Ca〉2
1
〈ab〉 · · · 〈ef〉
1
〈gh〉 · · · 〈na〉
(
−〈a|BC|a〉
sBC
[η|B + C|a〉2
[η|B + C|f〉[η|B + C|g〉
)
=
〈Ba〉2
〈Ca〉2
1
〈ab〉 · · · 〈ef〉〈fk〉〈kg〉〈gh〉 · · · 〈na〉
(
−〈a|BC|a〉
sBC
〈ka〉2
)
=
〈Ba〉2
〈Ca〉2A
YM
n−1(aˆ
−, b+, . . . , f+, k−, g+, . . . , n+)
(
−〈a|BC|a〉
sBC〈ka〉2
)
(A17)
The singular part of the current thus becomes
τ g:singn = i(1)
n+1
[
τYM:singn (B,C, ..., n, aˆ)×
∑
P ′
1
,P2
f(i1, ..., ik;B)f¯(j1, ..., jk′)τ
YM:sing
n (i1, ..., ik, B, n, j1, ..., jk′ , aˆ)
]
+ P ′KLT (d, ..., n− 1), (A18)
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Where P ′KLT and P ′1 denote the subset of the original permutation sums that leave C adjacent
to B in both Yang-Mills factors, i.e. C is excluded from P ′KLT and ik = C. The momentum
factor f is then
f(i1, · · · , ik−1, C;B) =sBC
k−2∏
m=1
(
sBim +
k∑
p=m+1
g(im, ip)
)(
sBik−1 + g(ik−1, C)
)
(A19)
As we are only interested in those permutations that leave leg C unmoved, C remains to the
left of all possible legs ik−1 and g(ik−1, C) = 0. Thus
f(i1, ..ik−1, C;B) = sBCf(i1, ..ik−1;B) (A20)
The summations and momentum factors are thus precisely those of the (n–1)-point KLT
expansion.
τ g:singn = −
〈Ba〉4
〈Ca〉4
〈a|BC|a〉2
〈ka〉4
1
sBC
Mn−1(aˆ
−, b+, . . . , f+, k−, g+, . . . , n+) (A21)
Taking the three-point gravity vertex to be the square of its Yang-Mills counter part, in axial
gauge with λη = λa, we have
V (B−, C+, k+) =
[Ck]2〈Ba〉4
〈Ca〉2〈ka〉2 =
〈Ba〉4
〈Ca〉4
〈a|Ck|a〉2
〈ka〉4 =
〈Ba〉4
〈Ca〉4
〈a|CB|a〉2
〈ka〉4 (A22)
In the B, C co-linear limit τ g:singn precisely reproduces the factorisation of the gravity current
and hence satisfies condition C.1.
Appendix B: Using Soft Theorems to Construct Amplitudes
If the soft-limit theorems hold they could be a substitute for the rather cumbersome
augmented recursion techniques. If we take
λn = tλs λ¯n = λ¯s (B1)
together with a specific choice for implementing momentum conservation,
λ¯1(t) = λ¯1 − t〈2 s〉〈2 1〉 λ¯s λ¯2(t) = λ¯2 − t
〈1 s〉
〈1 2〉 λ¯s (B2)
and treat t as a complex parameter, then we have the complexified amplitude Mn(t). We
would like to construct the n-point amplitude Mn(t = t0) recursively from Mn−1. This is
possible by evaluating ∫
dt
Mn(t)
t− t0 . (B3)
Providing Mn(t) −→ 0 as t −→∞ we have
Mn(t0) = −
∑
i
Residue[
Mn(t)
t− t0 , ti] (B4)
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At values of t (say ti) where Mn(t) has simple poles
Residue[
Mn(t)
t− t0 , ti] =
1
ti − t0Residue[Mn(ti), ti] (B5)
which can be determined from the factorisation theorems as usual. When Mn(t) has a non-
simple pole, the residue of Mn(t)/(t − t0) in general involves all the singular terms. For
example if Mn(t) has a multiple singularity at t = 0 and the expansion about t = 0 is
Mn(t) =
a−N
tN
+
a−N+1
tN−1
· · · a−1
t
+ non-singular (B6)
then
Residue[
Mn(t)
(t− t0) , 0] = −
a−N
tN0
− a−N
tN0
+ · · · − a−1
t10
(B7)
Provided explicit formulae exist for the sub-leading singularities we may in principle use
Cauchy to compute the result. The soft theorems thus might be useful in constructing these
amplitudes.
Taking leg n to be of positive helicity and scaled according to (B1), for large t we find
A : Mn(1
−, 2+, 3+, · · · , n+)(t) −→ tn−4 (B8)
While taking leg 1 to have negative helicity and scaled according to the complex conjugate
of (B1), at large t we find
B : Mn(1
−, 2+, 3+, · · · , n+)(t) −→ t−3 (B9)
There is an unfortunate conspiracy here. In case A, the shifted amplitude has single poles
except at t = 0 AND at t = 0 the soft-limit is well known. However the large-t behaviour
generates a contribution at infinity which can not be directly obtained from a factorisation
of the amplitude. In case B the large t limit is good however the amplitude does not satisfy
the soft limit theorems AND the amplitude has double poles at some points ti which would
require extra information to determine.
Appendix C: Mathematica form of Amplitudes
At http://pyweb.swan.ac.uk/~dunbar/graviton.html explicit forms of the single-
minus amplitudes are available in Mathematica format. These are presented as polynomials
in λi and λ¯i, specifically as lambda[x, i] and barlambda[x, i]. The expressions satisfy:
• symmetry under interchange of positive legs.
• independence of the choice of positive shift leg. This is actually quite a strenuous test
which ties together all the different terms in the amplitude. If we view amplitudes as the area
of some polyhedron [39] then the BCFW shift corresponds to a triangulation of the area.
• The amplitudes all satisfy the leading soft behaviour: this checks (or fixes) the overall
normalisations.
• The amplitudes have the correct collinear limits. The collinear limit occurs when legs
ka and kb are collinear, ka · kb −→ 0. Unlike Yang-Mills amplitudes, gravity amplitudes are
not singular in the collinear limit, but acquire a “phase-singularity” [33, 40]. If ka −→ zK
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and kb −→ (1− z)K, the singularity is
Mn(· · · , aha , bhb) a‖b−→
∑
h′
Sphahb−h′ Mn−1(· · · , Kh
′
) (C1)
where the h’s denote the various helicities of the gravitons. The non-zero “splitting functions”
are
Sp++− = −
[a b]
z(1− z) 〈a b〉 , Sp
−+
+ = −
z3 [a b]
(1− z) 〈a b〉 . (C2)
An important result of ref. [33] is that the splitting functions do not obtain loop corrections.
We have made the amplitudes available in a very explicit, if rather cumbersome, poly-
nomial form. The size of these polynomials grows rapidly with the number of points. In
Table I we present the LeafCount of these Mathematica expressions as a rough indicator of
the growth. The MHV tree and all-plus one-loop amplitudes are included for comparison.
None of these has been optimised and they are all equally inefficient.
Amplitude n = 4 n=5 n = 6 n = 7 n = 8
M treen (−,−,+, · · · ,+) 144 512 2, 318 13, 244 95, 000
M1−loopn (+,+,+, · · · ,+) 216 4, 085 84, 470 553, 145 3, 814, 189
M1−loopn (−,+,+, · · · ,+) 252 4, 959 150, 474 4, 462, 636 220, 910, 118
∆n − − 42, 750 943, 051 47, 265, 553
TABLE I: LeafCount of some rational amplitudes expressed as polynomials in λ and λ¯.
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